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About EUCAR
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INTRODUCTION
Success stories in collaborative
automotive research and innovation
EUCAR’s members, the European manufacturers of cars, trucks, vans and buses, participate in
collaborative European projects under the Research and Innovation Framework Programmes.
Manufacturers participate in these projects alongside automotive suppliers, research and
technology organisations, universities, institutes and SMEs.
In these projects, collaboration creates synergies by sharing knowledge, pools the risk of
investigating new technologies, creates a platform of knowledge on which to base future
developments and enables manufacturers to perform research and innovation that otherwise
might not have been feasible. This leverages the manufacturers own private investments,
feeding the development of new innovations, providing technologies to meet societal and
consumer demands and supporting the European industry’s global competitiveness.
The contribution of collaborative projects to automobile development is substantial but is
difficult to quantify precisely. The collaborative research and innovation in EUCAR projects
creates a stock of high-value knowledge in our members, feeding development of vehicles
and related services.
We have investigated the links between past EUCAR projects and products in the market
and are exhibiting a selection of the results on production vehicles and systems at our annual
conference. These demonstrate physically that European framework programmes projects
have contributed directly to automotive innovation, promoting the uptake of new technologies
and supporting a competitive industry.
The following pages show current production vehicles and systems whose development
was fed by the knowledge created in past EUCAR projects. For each exhibit, the projects in
question are identified and the main link to the product is indicated. Being only a selection for
exhibition at the 2014 EUCAR Reception and Conference, we believe that these represent the
tip of the iceberg of the concrete benefits of European projects in feeding innovation in the
automotive sector.

NEVIO DI GIUSTO
EUCAR Chairman 2014
President and CEO CRF, FIAT Chrysler Automobiles
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VOLVO HEAVY-DUTY
HYBRID DRIVE

MERCEDES S500
PLUG-IN HYBRID

FIAT 500X
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FIAT CNG TWIN-AIR
ENGINE

PRODUCT

RENAULT R9M

OPEL AMPERA

Affordability & Competitiveness
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OPEL EXHIBIT
OPEL / VAUXHALL – AMPERA

EXHIBITED VEHICLE AND PAST PROJECTS

PRODUCT COMMERCIALISED

2011
TOTAL VOLUME ON THE MARKET

9500 (Europe)
72000 (worldwide incl. Chevrolet Volt)
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO OPEL / VAUXHALL – AMPERA PRODUCT INNOVATION
PROJECT
NAME

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

BENCH III
Bench test and
evaluate traction
energy storage
systems for electric
and hybrid electric
vehicles – Phase III

1996
–
1999

N/A

N/A

• Benchmark of different battery
technologies like Lead Acid,
Nickel Cadmium, Nickel Metal
Hydride, Li-Ion, Sodium Nickelchloride and ultra capacitors
• Development of battery and
ultra capacitor test procedures

• The EUCAR Hazard Level
classification for Li-Ion batteries
(slightly modified by SAE) is
used today by Opel / GM
• The experience with test
procedures gained in the
project was utilised for
performance testing of the
traction battery of the Opel/
Vauxhall Ampera

SAVALI
Lithium-Carbon
liquid electrolyte
battery system for
electric vehicles

1996
–
1999

N/A

€6m

• Development of a Li-Ion battery
system for Electric Vehicles
• Development of Li-Ion cells
• Development of a common
Li-Ion battery module
• Electrical and abuse tests of
cells and modules

The general learnings like
understanding of performance
and abuse behaviour of
Li-Ion batteries was taken into
consideration for the development of the traction battery of the
Opel/Vauxhall Ampera

ASTOR
Assessment and
testing of advanced
energy storage
systems for
propulsion

2001
–
2004

€3.00m

€1.2m

• Benchmark of different battery
technologies like Lead Acid,
Nickel Metal Hydride, LithiumIon, Lithium-Polymer and ultra
capacitors
• Development of test
procedures

• Benchmark information was
used to select the right battery
technology (Li-Ion) for the
traction battery of the Opel/
Vauxhall Ampera
• Information on typical
performance and abuse
tolerance of Li-Ion batteries was
a basis for the specification of
the Ampera traction battery
• The test procedures had been
used as a basis for the ISO
standards 12405-1 & -2 which
are applied for Li-Ion traction
batteries today

LIBERAL
Lithium
battery evaluation
and research –
accelerated life test
direction

2002
–
2006

€3.14m

€1.59m

• Literature research on aging
mechanisms
• Development of accelerated
aging test procedures for Li-Ion
batteries
• Testing of Li-Ion batteries
according to the testprocedures

• Knowledge on aging of Li-Ion
batteries helped to specify the
traction battery for the Opel/
Vauxhall Ampera
• Knowledge on aging behaviour
of Li-Ion was applied to develop
the battery operation strategy

7
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RENAULT EXHIBIT
R9M ENGINE

EXHIBITED ENGINE

PRODUCT COMMERCIALISED

2011
TOTAL VOLUME ON THE MARKET

483705 (by dec. 2014)
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO R9M ENGINE PRODUCT INNOVATION
PROJECT
NAME

NICE
New integrated
combustion system
for future passenger
car engines

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

2004
–
2008

€27.7M

€12.7M

• Extended homogeneous
diesel combustion process
demonstrated: EU6 without
NOx aftertreatment
• Innovative SI combustion
with variable valve-train and
turbocharging: 20% less
fuel consumption. New CI
combustion system tailored for
biogenic fuels and low pressure
EGR: EU6 emission level
demonstrated
• New components / enabling
technologies for variable valvetrain, DI natural gas injector,
turbocharger with improved
transient behaviour, HCCI
engine control, etc

9

PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

• Low-pressure exhaust gas
recirculation
• Reduced consumption and
emissions of CI engine

03

FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES EXHIBIT
CNG TWIN AIR ENGINE

EXHIBITED ENGINE AND PAST PROJECTS

PRODUCT COMMERCIALISED

2013
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO CNG TWIN AIR ENGINE PRODUCT INNOVATION
PROJECT
NAME

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

INGAS
Integrated GAS
Powertrain – Low
emissions, CO2
optimised and
efficient CNG
engines for
passenger cars and
light-duty vehicles

2008
–
2012

€21.6M

€12.2M

• CNG dedicated high efficient
engines based on both
stoichiometric and lean-burn
combustion approaches
• Gaseous Direct Injection
system concept
• Specific aftertreatment
technologies
• Advanced CNG storage system
and integration architecture
• Gas quality sensor for
multigrade fuel tolerance

• Extreme engine downsizing
and turbocharging
• Combination of fully flexible
valve-train and CNG
• CNG 3-way dedicated catalyst
solution
• Advanced engine control
strategies

NICE
New integrated
combustion
system for future
passenger car
engines

2004
–
2007

€21.6M

€12.2M

• Development of Variable Valve
Actuation systems
• Advanced concepts for
turbocharging
• Developing methodologies
for air/fuel mixing process
simulation

• Advanced fully flexible
valvetrain system integration
• Closing the gap between
gasoline and CNG performance
• Accurate control of the gas
injection process

FULL OVERVIEW OF EU PROJECT R&I ON NATURAL GAS TECHNOLOGIES
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PROJECT
INNOVATIONS
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FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES EXHIBIT
FIAT 500X

EXHIBITED VEHICLE AND PAST PROJECTS

PRODUCT COMMERCIALISED

2015
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO FIAT 500X PRODUCT INNOVATION
PROJECT
NAME

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESPONSE II
Advanced Driver
Assistance
Systems: from
introduction
scenarios towards
a Code of Practice
for development
and testing

2002
–
2004

€1.6M

€1.3m

PReVENT
Preventive and
active safety
applications
contribute to the
road safety goals
on European roads

2004
–
2008

€54.2m

euroFOT
Large-scale field
operational tests on
in-vehicle systems

2008
–
2012

interactIVe
Development
and evaluation of
next-generation
safety systems for
intelligent vehicles

2010
–
2013

RESEARCH
TOPICS

PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

• ADAS market introduction
scenarios: identification of
enabling and disabling factors
for ADAS market deployment
• Code of Practice on ADAS
design specifications and
validation

• The study on ADAS introduction
scenarios has been used in
the ADAS concept phase as
a guideline to prioritise users’
expectations and low-cost
technologies

€29.8m

• R&D on a “Virtual Safety Belt”
around the vehicle addressing
driver information and warning,
vehicle intervening systems and
occupant protection

• Proof of concepts of ADAS
functions and systems
integration : collision prevention
and mitigation, lane assist, blind
spot assist
• Concept design of multiple
ADAS integration, combining
lane and obstacle detection

€21.6M

€13.9M

• First large-scale European
Field Operational Test on active
safety systems
• euroFOT study demonstrated
how driver assistance systems
can increase safety and fuel
efficiency across Europe

• Field operational test users’
feedbacks and assessment of
the ADAS function lane assist

€28.7M

€17M

• R&D on safety systems to
support the driver, intervene
when dangerous situations
occur and mitigate collision
impacts
• R&D on a sensor platform to
recognise driving situation,
for warning and intervention
strategies

• Advanced concept features
and scouting of low-cost
technology for the ADAS
function collision prevention,
including investigations on
pedestrian detection capability

13
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DAIMLER EXHIBIT
MERCEDES S500 PLUG-IN HYBRID

EXHIBITED VEHICLE AND PAST PROJECTS

The project results have fed
innovations which contributed
to a number of products
currently on the market

CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO MERCEDES PRODUCT INNOVATION
PROJECT
NAME

PROMETHEUS
Programme for a
European Traffic
with highest
efficiency and
unprecedented
safety

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

1987
–
1994

€749M

N/A

• Creation of concepts
and solutions which
will point the way to
a road traffic system
with greater efficiency
economy and with
reduced impact on the
environment combined
with a degree of
unprecedented safety

• DISTRONIC adaptive cruise control,
which went into production in the
S-Class in 1998. Based on DISTRONIC,
Mercedes-Benz has developed a
succession of assistance systems
capable of detecting hazardous
situations, warning the driver and, ever
more frequently, also automatically
intervening
• Speed Limit Assist, which went into
series production in 2005
• Continuous advances in environment
detection, using stereo cameras, first
tested as part of PROMETHEUS. This
created the foundation for the “6D
Vision” stereo camera, which has now
been launched in the new E- and
S-Class. This technology makes it
possible to anticipate the real-time
movements of other nearby road users

14
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PROJECT
NAME

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

PReVENT
Preventive and
active safety
applications
contribute to the
road safety goals
on European roads

2004
–
2008

€54.2m

€29.8m

• Safe speed & safe
following
• Lateral support and
driver monitoring
• Intersection safety
• Vulnerable road users
& collision mitigation

• Knowledge on new sensorial devices
integrating obstacle detection and
communication
• Knowledge on lane-keeping support
system for situations with poor road and
environmental conditions
• Concepts for sensors and
communication aimed to road markings
and crossing traffic recognition
• Active 3D sensor technology for precrash and blind spot surveillance, incl.
location and classification of obstacles
(cars, pedestrians, bikes,etc.)
• Legal framework for ADAS
implementation

NICE
New integrated
combustion
system for future
passenger car
engines

2004
–
2007

€26.3M

€14.5M

• Enlarged HCCI
(Homogeneous Charge
Compression Ignition)
diesel combustion
process under transient
operation
• Compressed / spark
ignited variable
engines, incl. a new
diesel-type combustion
system for tailored
biomass-based fuels
• Future CNG internal
combustion engines
• Improved CFD
(computational fluid
dynamics) tools and
modelling

• Knowledge on new engine concept
and strategies like “Early intake valve
closing” (EIVC), but also “Late intake
valve closing” (LIVO) or combined
strategies for fuel consumption issues
in low and medium load range
• Knowlegde on innovative turbocharged
monovalent (increased compression
ratio) CNG engine concepts
• Knowledge on advanced simulation
tools for diesel and biomass-based
diesel-type fuels (like kerosene)
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PROJECT
INNOVATIONS
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VOLVO GROUP EXHIBIT
HEAVY-DUTY HYBRID DRIVE

EXHIBITED POWERTRAIN AND PAST PROJECTS

PRODUCT COMMERCIALISED

2010
TOTAL VOLUME ON THE MARKET

1850

CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAST EU PROJECTS TO VOLVO GROUP HEAVY-DUTY HYBRID DRIVE DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT
NAME

ASTOR
Assessment and
testing of advanced
energy storage systems for propulsion

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

2001
–
2004

€3.00M

€1.2M

RESEARCH
TOPICS

• Benchmark of different battery
technologies like Lead Acid,
Nickel Metal Hydride, LithiumIon, Lithium-Polymer and ultra
capacitors
• Development of test
procedures

16

PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

• Benchmark information was
used to support selection of
battery technology (Li-Ion) for
the traction system
• Information on typical
performance and abuse
tolerance of Li-Ion batteries was
a basis for the specification of
the traction battery
• The test procedures had been
used as a basis for the ISO
standards 12405-1 & -2 which
are applied for Li-Ion traction
batteries today
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PROJECT
NAME

TIMING

BUDGET

EU COFUNDING

RESEARCH
TOPICS

LIBERAL
Lithium battery
evaluation
and research accelerated life test
direction

2002
–
2006

€3.14M

€1.59m

• Literature research on aging
mechanisms
• Development of accelerated
aging test procedures for
Li-Ion batteries
• Testing of Li-Ion batteries
according to the testprocedures

• Aging of Li-Ion batteries helped
to specify the traction battery
• Aging behaviour of Li-Ion was
applied to develop the battery
operation strategy

HAVE-IT
Highly Automated
Vehicles for
intelligent transport

2008
–
2011

€27.76m

€17.00m

• Highly Automated Vehicle
applications verified by seven
demonstrator vehicles
• Suitable architecture for Highly
Automated Vehicles
• Joint System: Holistic concept
for the interaction between
driver and automation
• Intuitively understandable
automation levels validated by
user acceptance tests
• Proven concepts to monitor
driver and vehicle status

• Hybrid energy strategy and
drive interface
• Automated Queue Assistance
and Stop&Go
• Knowledge generated in
project was used to develop
updates of powertrain control
strategies

HELIOS
High energy Li-ion
storage solutions

2009
–
2013

€4.3M

€2.8M

• Material selection, development
and manufacture of 4 different
electrochemical technologies
• Cycling and storage testing
• Safety testing (mechanical,
electrical and thermal)
• Cell analysis before and after
ageing tests (post-mortem)

• High energy lithium-ion storage
solution
• Knowledge generated in
project was used in software
updates of battery control
system

AMELIE
Advanced
fluorinated
materials for high
safety, energy and
calendar life Li-ion
batteries

2011
–
2013

€5.2M

€3.5M

• Higher Specific Energy 10 Ah
cell prototype, for EV and PHEV
application, with high voltage
chemistry and a more stable
electrolyte, separators and
binder system
• An eco-design methodology
integrating a chemical way of
recycling materials beyond the
active materials
• Decreasing the cost per kWh
by using a lower amount of
higher performance materials

• Advanced fluorinated materials
for high safety, energy and
extended calendar life lithium
ion batteries
• Knowledge generated in
project was used in software
updates of battery control
system
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PROJECT
INNOVATIONS

OVERVIEW OF EU PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO VOLVO GROUP SUSTAINABLE PROPULSION

OVERVIEW OF COLLABORATION PROJECTS CONTRIBUTING TO VOLVO GROUP SAFETY
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SOCIETAL BENEFITS FED
BY AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION

REDUCED CO2 EMISSIONS

EU projects feed the OEM development process for innovations
to reduce CO2 emissions
Relevant EUCAR projects since 1994
1996

1998

2000

2002

JRC-GADI
HYZEM
FLYTECH
LeaNOx II
ADIGA
CAPRI
DIDTREAT
ZODIAC
DIESEL
EV Energy Bench Test III
Battery Module and System Development
HPS-ICE
MIPREC
PEAKFLY
ICAPU
ELSEC

2004

2006

n.a.

1996

1998

2000

2002

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

PARTICULATES
HyTRAN
NICE
RENEW
HyICE
STORHY
HyWays
WtW
SILENCE
GREEN
Roads2HyCOM
HySYS
HyLights

2004

OEM product development
€32bn / year
EU average new passenger car
C02 emissions since 1995

ULYSSES
HI-CEPS
PAGODE
DECODE
InGas
EE-VERT
MID-MOD
OPTFUEL
BEAUTY
FLOWHEAD
TIFFE
HELIOS
HCV
H2moves Scandianavia
NextHyLights
Auto-Stack
POWERFUL
CASTOR
CAPIRE
FUEREX
AMELIE
EUROLIION
MotorBrain
SuperLIB
NoWaste
ELIBAMA
CORE
eCoFEV
EUROLIS
OPTIMORE
ASTERICS

ADVACO
DINOISE
Avanced EUROPED
ADDI
NG COMPONENTS & FUELS
VTHERM
INMOVE
CATATRAP
ECONOX II
ONDROVE
4-SPACE
KnowNOx
LOTUS
ATECS
VCR
PLANET
PARTICULATES
PARTICULATES
FUERO
D-ISELE
D-ULEV
GET-ENGINE
GET-CO2
SPACE-LIGHT
SUVA
ASTOR
DIGAFA
CLEAN
Hy-SPACE
D-CYCLE
GET-DRIVE

1994

2008

ROTRANOMO
LIBERAL
FUEVA

CO2 (g/km)

1994

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

Applied research

Industrialisation

vehicle development process 5-7 years

Universities
Research providers
Suppliers

180
170

FABRIC

2006

190

Advanced testing
- Accelerated testing (ageing)
- Test bench (e-drive line)
- SiL , MiL, HiL (combinations)
- Sophisticated test approaches (DoE,
online-adaptations)
Models (Battery, inverter, E-motor)
- Parametrized , predictive,
- Ageing, thermal, electric, mechanical,
- Scalable (accuracy vs. Real-time)

IMPACT

Real world conditions
- Drive cycles, usage profile
- Environment
- Identify stress scenarios

Production
technology
for more
efficient
vehicles

160
150
140
130
120

• Optimal Electric Vehicles,
in terms of performance (range,
reliability, durability and efficiency),
• Reduced development and
testing times and related costs
(>50%).
• 20% more efficient E-drive lines

110

Total system
- E-driveline system models
- 1D vehicle models
- integrated battery, inverter, e-motor
model (Interfaces)
- Vehicle energy simulation (HVAC) and
optimisation

100
1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

OEM proprietary
research
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REDUCED EXHAUST EMISSIONS

EU projects feed the OEM development process for innovations
to improve exhaust emissions

30 new diesel cars in 2014

1 new diesel car in 1994

emit less PM* than…
* diesel particular matter Euro 6 vs Euro 1 EU standards
(compliance with new particular number PN standard delivers a much greater benefit than indicated)

35 new heavy duty diesel engines in 2014

1 new heavy duty
diesel engine in 1994

emit less PM* than…
* diesel particular matter Euro VI vs Euro I EU standards
(compliance with new particular number PN standard delivers a much greater benefit than indicated)

IMPROVED SAFETY

EU projects feed the OEM development process for innovations
to improve road safety
Relevant EUCAR projects since 1994
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Pedestrian Safety & Tools
VODIS
REALNET
UDC

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

WHIPLASH

2018

OEM product development
€32bn / year

Annual road fatalities* and vehicle stock* since 1990
Annual
road fatalities

Total stock of
road vehicles

90.000

HAVE-it
euroFOT
INTERSAFE-2
MODELISAR
PRE-DRIVE C2X
DHErgo
E³CAR
CESAR
CASPER
IMVITER
ASSESS
FIMCAR
ADAPTATION
DACOTA
Mosarim
ELVIRE
interactIVe
POLLUX
eCoMove
MAENAD
ELVA
FOTNET2
COMeSafety 2
DRIVE C2X
Instant Mobility
e-Dash

RADARNET
ITSWAP
DIAMOND
NextMAP
COMUNICAR
NET-MOTOR
VITES
SIBER
ROADSENSE
EUCLIDE
WHIPLASH II
EAST-EEA
ADASE II
EVPSN II

300.000

EASIS
PReVENT
GST
AIDE

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

80.000

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

250.000

200.000

co
n

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Industrialisation

vehicle development process 5-7 years

Production
technology
for
safer
vehicles

ly

60.000

im

pr
ov
in

150.000

gs

40.000

af

et

30.000
100.000

30.000

50.000
40.000

y

20.000
10.000
0

20.000
50.000
10.000

0

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

0

*EU-28. Source: European Commission

OEM proprietary
research
Integrated approach,
with cooperative contributions from:
• Safer infrastructure
• Safer behaviour of road users
• Safer vehicles
• Cooperation throught connectivity
• A safer transport system
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80.000
70.000

tin
ua
l

50.000

Applied research
Universities
Research providers
Suppliers

em

60.000

PIPER
AUTONET 2030

2007

incre

s
and

gd

asin

70.000

ECODRIVER
MBAT
DESERVE
PROS
UDRIVE
TEAM
CRYSTAL

HUMOS 2
RESPONSE II
VEESA

1997

2017

eVALUE

OBELICS
TOP
SIDECAR
AWARE
VERT
HUMOS
SCOOP
LACOS
COMPATIBILITY
ODECOMS
IN-ARTE
RESPONSE

1996

2016

GENESYS

OLMO

1995

2015

COMeSafety
TRACE
eIMPACT
WATCH-OVER
CVlS
SAFESPOT
FESTA

FACTS

1994

2014

APSN
APROSYS

CREST
VACCS
AC ASSIST
X-BY-WIRE
SAVE
VMBD

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

1994

ANNEX
EXHIBIT PANELS
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Past projects related to

Mercedes-Benz exhibit
PROMETHEUS
Programme for
a European Traffic System
with Highest Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety
/ Motivation and Objectives
PROMETHEUS aims to create concepts and solutions for a road traffic system
which is more efficient and less detrimental to the environment and guarantees an
unprecedented degree of safety. The aim is to remedy the deficiencies of our present
road traffic system by developing new information control and management systems.
Plans have been made for the use of technological developments in the fields of
microelectronics and information processing as well as artificial intelligence. Thus,
European Government programmes on traffic research will be supplemented and
enhanced by the motorcar industry, which will engage in vehicle development and
promote the sector of microelectronics as the technological basis for applications in
vehicle design and transport technology, by cooperating closely with relevant research
institutions. As a result of these joint efforts, European Industry will be in a stronger
position. The participating firms may enter competition before the project is concluded
by manufacturing and marketing technical products which are based on individual
results obtained from research under the project. PROMETHEUS is a research programme
headed by car manufacturers from six European countries. The participants are the
Electronics industry and Suppliers, Universities and Research Institutes, traffic engineers
and authorities.

Budget
Duration
Partners

749 M€
Funding
3 M€
96 months
Start
January 1987
FIAT, Porsche, Renault, Volvo, PSA, Opel, VW, VCC, Ford, Daimler, Jaguar and many others

EUROPEAN COUN CIL FOR AUTOMOTIVE R &D

EUROPEAN COUNCIL FOR AUTOM OTIVE R&D
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ast projects related to

Opel-Vauxhall Ampera

ENCH III

ch Test and Evaluate Traction Energy
rage Systems for Electric and Hybrid Electric
icles – Phase III

ctives

SAVALI

ASTOR

Lithium-carbon-liquid electrolyte battery
system for electric vehicles: battery module and
system development project

Assessment and testing of advanced ener
storage systems for propulsion and other
electrical systems in passenger cars

/ Objectives

e the best opportunity for the successful development of electric
ybrid/electric vehicles, it is essential to concentrate on the
y storage and to achieve competitive levels of energy density,
r density, lifetime/reliability and, most of all, of cost. This project
igned to give the system supply industry in Europe the highest
of encouragement and direction to maximise their potential for
ng the targets.

nical Approach

roject involves the European car manufacturing companies and
iers of battery/storage systems working together to specify, test
valuate prototype and near production samples - concentrating
stems that show the best promise based on the knowledge and
ience of partners from previous similar projects and other activity.
roject work planning is based on a three stage programme of:
rocedures and system specifications, with Test Institute selection
st tasks.
g - parameter, lifetime and safety - using common documentation
cesses.
ate technical and commercial performance - reporting and system
arisons.
ver the less well developed system types, the work contains a
bility” activity to examine and carry out limited testing on smaller
es and produce paperwork studies.

cted Achievements and Exploitation

ata to be provided by this project will be of prime quality and
nsiderable benefit to exploitation policy making and investment
ing in car manufacturers and system suppliers alike. This is
use the project reflects the interests and direction of most of the
ean car manufacturers and achieves true comparative evaluation
een competitive systems from the best European suppliers. The
iers in turn have the opportunity to experience the needs and
ions of the car manufacturers at first hand in one point of contact.
ic achievements will be:
mon test procedures for performance and safety that are
d between all the car manufacturers involved. Similar common
dures for commercial evaluation.
ed knowledge of the technical and commercial capabilities of all
main potential systems - advanced lead acid - nickel cadmium metal hydride - lithium carbon - zinc bromine - high temperature
m.
understanding of longer term possible systems, including nony systems.
lete information on all relevant technology developments worldAll information located on a common database.

•
•
•
•
•

/ Objectives

This three year project is dedicated to the study and the manufacturing
of lithium-carbon battery system prototypes and battery modules
prototypes.
The following performance characteristics are targeted at battery
system level:
energy content : 30 kWh
weight : 250 kg max
volume : 150 dm3 max
power capability : 60 kW
number of charge / discharge cycles : 600 minimum

/ Technical Approach
The two main contractors, SAFT and VARTA, will use electrochemistry
previously studied and will develop together a modular design for a
battery system with :
• standard battery module
• battery thermal management system
• electronic battery management unit

/ Expected results and Exploitation

•
•
•
•

•

The Lithium-Carbon battery studied will give to the car of tomorrow an
autonomy in the range of 200-300 km. The main achievements of this
project will be :
a battery system modular design which meets specifications agreed
with car makers,
the development of an electrochemical battery module with standard
sizes. It includes a plastic casing study for the module.
the thermal management system (TMS) study; the TMS, based on
water/glycol cooling and pre-heating system will be compatible with all
types of vehicles.
the study of an electronic control system (ECS) for the battery with a
standard interface, between the battery management unit and the
vehicle management unit; this ECS provides battery state of change
indication and insures battery safety and cycle life.
tests on battery modules and battery systems.

The key objective of project ASTOR will be the independent tes
assessment of the potential prospects in the field of electrical e
used as vehicle traction power or supporting traction power. E
for these applications are based almost entirely on the recharg
battery, with some work also on super-capacitors. The work inv
will be related to the ongoing advancement of the energy stor
themselves leading to the need to develop improved testing a
techniques.This is particularly so in the following cases, where
will be demanding very specific testing techniques:
• High power storage devices, such as those to be used in hybrid
• 42 Volt systems for the main vehicle electrical supply system an
applications in conventional internal combustion engine powe
In addition, previous work on safety testing has shown that mo
will be required to reach a better level of representation of the
abuse conditions. The originality of the work in project ASTOR
testing and commercial assessment activities, both of which ar
an independent measurement of energy storage systems in a w
automotive applications and use in service.

/ Description of work

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The ASTOR project concentrates specifically on a single key are
can have a very significant influence on clean vehicles of the fu
Electrical Energy StorageSystem.
The key activities of project ASTOR can be summarised as follo
Identification of the most relevant and potentially successful e
making use of prior knowledge within the consortium.
This judgement has led to the project proposal concentrating o
types:
Advanced lead acid, nickel metal hybrid, lithium (liquid & polym
super-capacitor. Other system types will be covered in a gener
Provision of common specifications of system performance an
developed from those already available within the consortium
of suitable energy storage systems, specifying where possible s
representative of the vehicle application in term of size, packag
Testing of modules and complete systems on benches for perfo
and safety / abuse at recognised Test Institutes, again making u
within the consortium.
Feasibility studies and limited testing of systems available in th
Determination of selected systems total environmental impact
through use and ongoing recycling.
Commercial analysis studies and business study tours of pre-se
activities, also outside Europe, in particular in the USA.· Provisio
Set up of an information exchange link between European and
manufacturer concerning system performance, system test and
advanced electrical energy storage systems.

/ Expected results and exploitation plans:

All of the above actions will generate specific, measurable deli
documented test procedures, test reports, study reports and co
reports. The essential nature of the approach outlines in this pr
independence and therefore ability to compare, directly, differ
technologies and different supplier capabilities.

48 months
Rover, Opel, CRF, Daimler, PSA and 3 others
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SAVALI

Bench Test and Evaluate Traction Energy
Storage Systems for Electric and Hybrid Electric
Vehicles – Phase III

Lithium-carbon-liquid electrolyte batte
system for electric vehicles: battery mo
system development project

/ Objectives

/ Objectives

To give the best opportunity for the successful development of electric
and hybrid/electric vehicles, it is essential to concentrate on the
energy storage and to achieve competitive levels of energy density,
power density, lifetime/reliability and, most of all, of cost. This project
is designed to give the system supply industry in Europe the highest
level of encouragement and direction to maximise their potential for
reaching the targets.

/ Technical Approach
The project involves the European car manufacturing companies and
suppliers of battery/storage systems working together to specify, test
and evaluate prototype and near production samples - concentrating
on systems that show the best promise based on the knowledge and
experience of partners from previous similar projects and other activity.
The project work planning is based on a three stage programme of:
Test Procedures and system specifications, with Test Institute selection
against tasks.
Testing - parameter, lifetime and safety - using common documentation
& processes.
Evaluate technical and commercial performance - reporting and system
comparisons.
To cover the less well developed system types, the work contains a
“Feasibility” activity to examine and carry out limited testing on smaller
samples and produce paperwork studies.

/ Expected Achievements and Exploitation

•
•

•
•

The data to be provided by this project will be of prime quality and
of considerable benefit to exploitation policy making and investment
planning in car manufacturers and system suppliers alike. This is
because the project reflects the interests and direction of most of the
European car manufacturers and achieves true comparative evaluation
between competitive systems from the best European suppliers. The
suppliers in turn have the opportunity to experience the needs and
intentions of the car manufacturers at first hand in one point of contact.
Specific achievements will be:
Common test procedures for performance and safety that are
agreed between all the car manufacturers involved. Similar common
procedures for commercial evaluation.
Detailed knowledge of the technical and commercial capabilities of all
of the main potential systems - advanced lead acid - nickel cadmium nickel metal hydride - lithium carbon - zinc bromine - high temperature
sodium.
Good understanding of longer term possible systems, including nonbattery systems.
Complete information on all relevant technology developments worldwide. All information located on a common database.
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This three year project is dedicated to the study and the ma
of lithium-carbon battery system prototypes and battery m
prototypes.
The following performance characteristics are targeted at b
system level:
energy content : 30 kWh
weight : 250 kg max
volume : 150 dm3 max
power capability : 60 kW
number of charge / discharge cycles : 600 minimum

/ Technical Approach

The two main contractors, SAFT and VARTA, will use electro
previously studied and will develop together a modular de
battery system with :
• standard battery module
• battery thermal management system
• electronic battery management unit

/ Expected results and Exploitation

•
•
•
•

•

The Lithium-Carbon battery studied will give to the car of t
autonomy in the range of 200-300 km. The main achievem
project will be :
a battery system modular design which meets specification
with car makers,
the development of an electrochemical battery module wit
sizes. It includes a plastic casing study for the module.
the thermal management system (TMS) study; the TMS, ba
water/glycol cooling and pre-heating system will be compa
types of vehicles.
the study of an electronic control system (ECS) for the batte
standard interface, between the battery management unit
vehicle management unit; this ECS provides battery state o
indication and insures battery safety and cycle life.
tests on battery modules and battery systems.
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/ Description of work

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The ASTOR project concentrates specifically on a single key area of a technology that
can have a very significant influence on clean vehicles of the future - namely the
Electrical Energy StorageSystem.
The key activities of project ASTOR can be summarised as follows:
Identification of the most relevant and potentially successful energy storage systems,
making use of prior knowledge within the consortium.
This judgement has led to the project proposal concentrating on 4 principal system
types:
Advanced lead acid, nickel metal hybrid, lithium (liquid & polymer electrolyte) and
super-capacitor. Other system types will be covered in a general ‘feasibility’ activity.
Provision of common specifications of system performance and test requirements,
developed from those already available within the consortium.· Procurement
of suitable energy storage systems, specifying where possible systems that are
representative of the vehicle application in term of size, packaging and control.
Testing of modules and complete systems on benches for performance, durability
and safety / abuse at recognised Test Institutes, again making use of prior knowledge
within the consortium.
Feasibility studies and limited testing of systems available in the longer term.·
Determination of selected systems total environmental impact from manufacture,
through use and ongoing recycling.
Commercial analysis studies and business study tours of pre-selected supplier
activities, also outside Europe, in particular in the USA.· Provision of data base.
Set up of an information exchange link between European and US vehicle
manufacturer concerning system performance, system test and safety requirements of
advanced electrical energy storage systems.

To develop and validate, on test benches, accelerated lif
procedures of lithium batteries for vehicle propulsion an
energy storage applications. To deliver accurate and cos
testing processes that will predict the full 10+ year life o
system using a test period of typically 6 months. The wo
a structured approach, firstly of theoretical examination
stress mechanisms plus examination of vehicle/stationa
duties. The procedures will then be developed followed
validation on the bench, using a range of battery sampl
suppliers. Finally the tested samples will be analysed by
The accelerated test data obtained will then be compar
life information from other sources. This work will provid
design tool for the exploitation of lithium battery techn
vehicle and stationary power industries.

/ Result in brief

The development of battery driven automobiles require
understanding of the lithium batteries involved. It is vita
performance over time issues are understood in an effo
optimise this promising technology.
Developing ageing techniques therefore became part o
procedure requirements. An EC funded project LIBERAL
develop systematic ageing techniques that would prem
lithium batteries in a manner that would mimic real-tim
be suitable for electrochemical impedance spectroscop
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy evaluates the
properties of the battery and as such is ideal for assessin
processes.
The goal of the project was to realise a testing methodo
predict the full ten-year (or longer) life span of a battery
it will need to assess such factors as battery performanc
firstly on a theoretical basis and then on criteria related
stress mechanisms. Studying battery degradation and p
when the vehicle was stationary was also incorporated
It is hoped that the age-acceleration process will go a lo
assisting European developers in improving lithium bat
both for the transport and other related industries. With
generated from these tests, designers have a valuable to
they can draw insight into battery performance over tim

/ Expected results and exploitation plans:
All of the above actions will generate specific, measurable deliverables in the form of
documented test procedures, test reports, study reports and commercial evaluation
reports. The essential nature of the approach outlines in this project relies on its
independence and therefore ability to compare, directly, different energy storage
technologies and different supplier capabilities.

Funding
6 M€
onths
Start
January 1996
, Opel, BMW, CRF, Daimler-Benz, Ford, PSA, Renault, VW, Saft and 4 others
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/ Objectives

The key objective of project ASTOR will be the independent testing and commercial
assessment of the potential prospects in the field of electrical energy storage to be
used as vehicle traction power or supporting traction power. Energy storage systems
for these applications are based almost entirely on the rechargeable electrochemical
battery, with some work also on super-capacitors. The work involved in project ASTOR
will be related to the ongoing advancement of the energy storage technologies
themselves leading to the need to develop improved testing and evaluation
techniques.This is particularly so in the following cases, where the market requirement
will be demanding very specific testing techniques:
• High power storage devices, such as those to be used in hybrid electric vehicle systems.
• 42 Volt systems for the main vehicle electrical supply system and so can include
applications in conventional internal combustion engine powered vehicles.
In addition, previous work on safety testing has shown that more detailed work
will be required to reach a better level of representation of the real accident and
abuse conditions. The originality of the work in project ASTOR will be in the detailed
testing and commercial assessment activities, both of which are aimed at providing
an independent measurement of energy storage systems in a way that represents
automotive applications and use in service.
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To develop and validate, on test benches, accelerated life test
procedures of lithium batteries for vehicle propulsion and highenergy storage applications. To deliver accurate and cost effective
testing processes that will predict the full 10+ year life of the battery
system using a test period of typically 6 months. The work will follow
a structured approach, firstly of theoretical examination of ageing and
stress mechanisms plus examination of vehicle/stationary operational
duties. The procedures will then be developed followed by their
validation on the bench, using a range of battery samples from various
suppliers. Finally the tested samples will be analysed by the suppliers.
The accelerated test data obtained will then be compared with longer
life information from other sources. This work will provide an essential
design tool for the exploitation of lithium battery technology into the
vehicle and stationary power industries.

/ Result in brief
The development of battery driven automobiles requires a greater
understanding of the lithium batteries involved. It is vital therefore that
performance over time issues are understood in an effort to further
optimise this promising technology.
Developing ageing techniques therefore became part of the testing
procedure requirements. An EC funded project LIBERAL sought to
develop systematic ageing techniques that would prematurely age
lithium batteries in a manner that would mimic real-time aging and
be suitable for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) testing.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy evaluates the electrochemical
properties of the battery and as such is ideal for assessing its ageing
processes.
The goal of the project was to realise a testing methodology that could
predict the full ten-year (or longer) life span of a battery. In doing so,
it will need to assess such factors as battery performance in vehicles,
firstly on a theoretical basis and then on criteria related to aging and
stress mechanisms. Studying battery degradation and performance
when the vehicle was stationary was also incorporated into the trials.
It is hoped that the age-acceleration process will go a long way in
assisting European developers in improving lithium battery technology
both for the transport and other related industries. With the information
generated from these tests, designers have a valuable tool from which
they can draw insight into battery performance over time.

nd exploitation plans:

ns will generate specific, measurable deliverables in the form of
cedures, test reports, study reports and commercial evaluation
nature of the approach outlines in this project relies on its
herefore ability to compare, directly, different energy storage
erent supplier capabilities.
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FIAT 500X
RESPONSE II

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems:
From Introduction Scenarios towards a Code of Practice for
Development and Testing
/ Motivation and Objectives
Despite all positive effects reached by improvements in passive safety of vehicles the
number of 40.000 fatalities per year in Europe is still too high. Therefore, the EU White
Paper on Transport Policy calls for a 50% reduction up to 2010. This ambitious goal can
only be achieved if in addition to passive safety measures also active safety systems for
accident prevention are introduced to the market. But doing so, both, manufacturers
and users can run into serious legal and liability problems which could block a (fast)
market introduction - as pointed out by the RESPONSE 1 project. Therefore RESPONSE 2
works towards- a clearer definition of the concepts of “reasonable safety” and the “duty
of care”, which will (legally) protect the manufacturer and the political decision-makers
by developing methods for gaining a deeper understanding of the microscopic and
macroscopic risks and opportunities of ADAS;- the provision of a basis for the translation
of such fundamental considerations into a generally accepted “Code of Practice” for the
technical and user-centred development and testing of ADAS-systems.
RESPONSE 2 contributes on a generic level to a fast and ‘safe’ market introduction
of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems using its integrated perspective on human,
system, and legal aspects. This goal leads to the definition of the following three
‘technical’ objectives:(1) Scenario analysis describing the risks and possibilities of the
market introduction of ADAS (2) Transformation of this risk and possibility factors into
methods for risk-benefit-analysis on a microscopic and macroscopic level understanding
individual risks for driver-system interaction and their consequences for the society
in terms of cost/benefits on macro-economics(3) And translating these results into a
requirements definition for a Code of Practice for development and testing of ADAS.
This Code of Practice has to ensure the market introduction of ‘reasonable safe’ products
and the definition of ‘duty of care processes.

/ Motivation and Objectives
The work is structured and sequenced along the three major objectives and activities
in the project. In a first step (WP 2 Market Introduction Scenarios) Response 2 will
describe market introduction scenarios describing and analysing the gap between
technological possibilities and market introduction benefits and risks using typical
scenario technique procedures. Therefore, all enabling and disabling factors concerning
market introduction have to be identified and their interactions have to be clarified. This
will be done for generic driver assistance systems concepts and in direct cooperation
with related technical projects. In a second step (WP 3 Risk Benefit Analysis) this deeper
understanding of enabling and disabling factors will be used for the definition of risk/
benefit-assessment methodologies. This will be done on a ‘microscopic’ perspective,
where the risks for the whole human-machine-system has be evaluated, and on a
‘macroscopic’ level where a combined risk-benefit analysis on a National economic
perspective has to be carried out. In a third step (WP 4 Towards a Code of Practice)
these risk identification and assessment strategies will be turned into risk avoidance
measures which should be at the end steps towards an agreed Code of Practice for
the development and testing of ADAS. This includes the analysis of already existing
procedures like checklists, FMEA-procedures, driving experiments and so on. The need
for additional procedures has to be clarified and their formal level of commitment has to
be defined. All reflections will be put into a consensus formation process preparing the
ground for a Code of Practice for development and testing of ADAS.
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interactIVe

Accident avoidance
by active intervention for inte
/ Motivation and Objectives

The interactIVe project addresses the develop
for Intelligent Vehicles, based on active interv
by means of affordable safety systems for all
transport. The key objectives are:
• Extend the range of possible scenarios and
(ADAS) by multiple integrated safety functi
• Create an innovative model and platform fo
• Improve decision strategies for active safety
• Develop solutions for collision mitigation th
segments
• Further encourage the application of stand

/ Project Plan, Milestones and Deliverabl
Kick off
meeting

Use cases
& requirements

Jan 2010

Aug 2010

Specifi
& arch

Mar 20

/ Technical Approach

• Derivation of specific target scenarios and u
actual accident data
• Definition of specifications and architecture
perception platform and a high level of inte
• Development and implementation of appli
innovative warning and intervention strate
• Evaluation and assessment of their benefit
collision mitigation and user acceptance ut

/ Achievements

• Definition of requirements and modules of
the applications. Definition of general archi
• Definition of target scenarios and use cases
experiments addressing user needs (theatre
• Specification of advanced functions, in part
intervention for collision avoidance, and co
• Definition of guidelines for Human Machine
• Implementation of seven demonstrator veh
• Implementation of a general evaluation fra
assessment and analysis of impacts, with a
Budget
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Website
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www.interactive-ip.eu
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/ Motivation and Objectives

the beginning
2008 the European Commission started the co-funded HAVEit Integrated Project
/ In
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andofObjectives
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M2

M3
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Concept
completed
Concept phase
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M3
development
Generic
completed
development
completed
Jan 2010

/ Project Plan, Requirement
Milestones and Deliverables Generic
kick off
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kick off
meeting
Feb 2008

M1
and specification
Requirement
phase
completed
and specification
phase completed
Jan 2009 Apr 2009

Feb 2008

Jan 2009 Apr 2009

/ Key Project Results

M4
Vehicle integration
M4 first
completed,
Vehicle
system integration
operation
completed, first
system operation
Oct 2010
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forofdecades
on ele
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of several
these compon
electrolytes,
separators
binders
notapushe
AMELIE’s objectives
are and
therefore
to were
develop
the cell specific energy by an increase of the voltag
• Higher Specific Energy 10 Ah cell prototype, for EV
electrochemical stability of several of these compon
a high voltage chemistry with
AMELIE’sa objectives
therefore separators
to develop and
a bin
more stableare
electrolyte,
• Higher
Specific
Energy 10methodology
Ah cell prototype,
for EV
Following
an eco-design
and integr
a high
voltage The
chemistry
with to be limited
the active
materials.
cost needs
a more
stable electrolyte,
separators
bin
materials
decreasing
the cost per
kWh. Thisand
poste
• Following an eco-design methodology and integr
/ Achievements
the active materials. The cost needs to be limited
decreasing
cost
per kWh.
This poste
• materials
Freedom Car
Tests forthe
PHEV
using
NCC reinforced

Jan 2010

Oct 2010

M5
Optimised
M5
demonstration
Optimised
vehicles
demonstration
vehicles
Jul 2011

/ Achievements
• Freedom Car Tests for PHEV using NCC reinforced

Jul 2011

HAVEit brought highly automated driving

/ closer
Key Project
to streetResults
reality:

highly
automated
driving
•HAVEit
Highlybrought
automated
vehicle
applications
closer
to street
reality:
verified
by seven
demonstrator vehicles,
Highly automated
vehicle
applications
•• Suitable
architecture
for Highly
Automated
verified by seven demonstrator vehicles,
Vehicles,
Suitable
architecture
for Highly
•• Joint
System:
Holistic concept
forAutomated
the
Vehicles, between driver and automation,
interaction
•• Intuitively
understandable
automation
Joint System:
Holistic concept
for the levels validated by user acceptance tests,
interaction
between
driver and
automation,
• Proven
concepts
to monitor
driver
and vehicle status.
• Intuitively understandable automation levels validated by user acceptance tests,
• Proven concepts to monitor driver and vehicle status.

• New Electrolyte Formulations Based on Fluorinate

• New Electrolyte Formulations Based on Fluorinate

• Safe and Clean Treatment & cost aspects
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M4: Demonstration vehicles and components are available, installed and tested. Application
developments and system integration completed.
/ Achievements
M5:
final event
took place
on 21-22 Juneare
2011
at Volvo
Provingand
Ground
Hällered,
Sweden.
M4: HAVEit
Demonstration
vehicles
and components
available,
installed
tested.
Application
The HAVEit
project was
successfully
completed
end of July 2011 according to the initial project plan.
developments
and
system integration
completed.

M5: HAVEit final event took place on 21-22 June 2011 at Volvo Proving Ground Hällered, Sweden.
The HAVEit project was successfully completed end of July 2011 according to the initial project plan.

1.59 M€
November 2002

/ the
Motivation
and
Objectives
cell specific
energy
by an increase of the voltag

/ Project Plan, Milestones and Deliverables

/ Achievements

Funding
Start

Large efforts have been invested for decades on ele
electrolytes, separators and binders were not pushe

with 18 partners: OEMs, suppliers and research bodies. HAVEit aims at the development of highly
In the beginning of 2008 the European Commission started the co-funded HAVEit Integrated Project
automated vehicle applications which will be demonstrated in passenger cars, trucks and a bus:
with 18 partners: OEMs, suppliers and research bodies. HAVEit aims at the development of highly
•automated
Highly automated
applications:which
Automated
in Roadworks
andcars,
Congestion
(ARC),
vehicle applications
will beAssistance
demonstrated
in passenger
trucks and
a bus:
Automated Queue Assistance (AQuA), Temporary Auto-Pilot (TAP), Active Green Driving (AGD),
• Highly automated applications: Automated Assistance in Roadworks and Congestion (ARC),
• Safety architecture applications: Joint System Interaction (JSD), Brake-by-Wire Truck (BbW),
Automated Queue Assistance (AQuA), Temporary Auto-Pilot (TAP), Active Green Driving (AGD),
Architecture Migration Demonstrator (AMD).
• Safety architecture applications: Joint System Interaction (JSD), Brake-by-Wire Truck (BbW),
Architecture Migration Demonstrator (AMD).

Integrated
Safety
Integrated
Safety

date, on test benches, accelerated life test
m batteries for vehicle propulsion and highications. To deliver accurate and cost effective
at will predict the full 10+ year life of the battery
period of typically 6 months. The work will follow
ch, firstly of theoretical examination of ageing and
plus examination of vehicle/stationary operational
res will then be developed followed by their
nch, using a range of battery samples from various
e tested samples will be analysed by the suppliers.
data obtained will then be compared with longer
m other sources. This work will provide an essential
xploitation of lithium battery technology into the
ry power industries.

el, BMW, CRF and 10 others

HAVEit
HAVEit
Highly
automated vehicles

Budget
Duration
DG
Budget
Coordinator
Duration
Partners
DG
Website
Coordinator
Partners
Website

28 M€
Funding
17 M€
42 months
Start
February 2008
INFSO / ICT for Intelligent Vehicles
Contract n°
212154
28 M€
Funding
17 M€
Reiner Hoeger, Continental Automotive
Contact
reiner.hoeger@continental-corporation.com
42 months
Start
February 2008
18 partners, among them VW, Volvo, Continental, Haldex, DLR, INRIA, LCPC, WIVW
INFSO / ICT for Intelligent Vehicles
Contract n°
212154
www.haveit-eu.org
Reiner Hoeger, Continental Automotive
Contact
reiner.hoeger@continental-corporation.com
18 partners, among them VW, Volvo, Continental, Haldex, DLR, INRIA, LCPC, WIVW
www.haveit-eu.org
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205
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Total
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solventsproduct 114

Total
BudgetRecovered product
5.2 M€after shredding
Duration
36 months
DG
Research & Innovation
Budget
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Coordinator Thierry Baert
Duration
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Partners
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DG
Research & Innovation
Tech. Manager Jean-Yves Sanchez
Coordinator Thierry Baert
Partners
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Tech. Manager Jean-Yves Sanchez
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interactIVe
Accident avoidance
by active intervention for intelligent vehicles
/ Motivation and Objectives

Safe & Integrated Mobility

The interactIVe project addresses the development and evaluation of next-generation safety systems
for Intelligent Vehicles, based on active intervention. The project’s vision is accident-free traffic realised
by means of affordable safety systems for all vehicle classes in order to improve the safety of road
transport. The key objectives are:
• Extend the range of possible scenarios and the usability of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) by multiple integrated safety functions and active interventions
• Create an innovative model and platform for enhancing the perception of the driving situation
• Improve decision strategies for active safety and driver-vehicle-interaction
• Develop solutions for collision mitigation that improve the market uptake within lower-class vehicle
segments
• Further encourage the application of standard methodologies for the evaluation of ADAS

/ Project Plan, Milestones and Deliverables
Kick off
meeting

Use cases
& requirements

Jan 2010

Aug 2010

Specifications
& architecture

Mar 2011

Demonstrator
vehicles ready

Jan 2013

Evaluation &
impact assessment

Nov 2013

/ Technical Approach
• Derivation of specific target scenarios and use cases to be covered by interactIVe functions based on
actual accident data
• Definition of specifications and architectures to meet requirements, taking into account a common
perception platform and a high level of integration of applications and sensors
• Development and implementation of applications in seven demonstrator vehicles supported by
innovative warning and intervention strategies
• Evaluation and assessment of their benefit with focus on continuous support, collision avoidance,
collision mitigation and user acceptance utilising innovative test tools

/ Achievements
• Definition of requirements and modules of the perception platform, taking into account the needs of
the applications. Definition of general architectural framework.
• Definition of target scenarios and use cases from an analysis of accident data, and from specific
experiments addressing user needs (theatre techniques, driving simulators, focus groups).
• Specification of advanced functions, in particular: continuous support for safety enhancing, active
intervention for collision avoidance, and cost effective emergency intervention for collision mitigation.
• Definition of guidelines for Human Machine Interface, based on a design space.
• Implementation of seven demonstrator vehicles.
• Implementation of a general evaluation framework, including technical assessment, user related
assessment and analysis of impacts, with a focus on active interventions.
Budget
Duration
DG
Coordinator
Partners
Website

30 M€
Funding
17 M€
47 months
Start
January 2010
CNECT
Contract n°
246587
Aria Etemad, VW
Contact
Aria.Etemad@volkswagen.de
29 partners, among them BMW, CRF, Daimler, Ford, VW, Volvo Cars and Volvo Technology
www.interactive-ip.eu
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HELIOS
High energy Li-ion storage solutions
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by using a lower amount of higher performance
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ating a chemical way of recycling materials beyond
by using a lower amount of higher performance
highlights 3 major results obtained in AMELIE.
PVdF:

Moving from Celgard® to NCC-PVdF
PVdF:
ncreases specific energy from
111 to 140 Wh/kg !
Moving from Celgard® to NCC-PVdF
ncreases specific energy from
111 to 140 Wh/kg !

A large consortium including six car manufacturers, laboratories and test institutes, one recycler
and 2 battery manufacturers combine their efforts to understand the causes of battery aging and

/ determine
Motivationamong
and Objectives
4 battery chemistries, the most reliable, safe, recyclable and the least expensive.
A
large
consortium
six car manufacturers,
laboratories and test institutes, one recycler
The
objectives
of theincluding
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/ •Project
Plan,
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Propose
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and life testand
procedures
for high energy battery cells used in the European context.
4 year project
ends in October
2013the cost evaluation at cell and pack levels.
•The
Estimate
the recyclability
& perform

/ Project Plan, Milestones and Deliverables
The 4 year project ends in October 2013

/ Technical Approach
• Select best materials, develop and manufacture 4 different electrochemical technologies (NCA/CGraphite : commercial reference, LFP/C, NMC/C, LMO-NCA/C): 60 cells per chemistry

/ •Technical
Approach
Perform cycling
tests (EV, PHEV cycles @30 and 45°C) and storage tests (@45-60°C), during 12-15

d Solvents

Due to a high corrosion of Aluminium
dcollector,
SolventsLiTFSI, a safe salt, was
discarded in most of Li-ion batteries
Due to a high corrosion of Aluminium
collector, LiTFSI, a safe salt, was
discarded in most of Li-ion batteries

Estimation for 30kWh EV pack
using BatPaC software
considering the production
of 50,000 packs/year
Estimation
for 30kWh EV pack

using BatPaC software
■ Pack costthe(€/kWh)
considering
production
■50,000
Cell costpacks/year
(€/kWh)
of
■ Cell electrodes cost (€/kWh)
■ Pack cost (€/kWh)
■ Cell cost (€/kWh)
■ Cell electrodes cost (€/kWh)
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Select best
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manufacture
different electrochemical
technologies (NCA/Cwith
regular check
up,and
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their 4performances
and life duration
: commercial
reference, electrical
LFP/C, NMC/C,
LMO-NCA/C):
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perprocedures
chemistrydefined
• Graphite
Perform safety
tests (mechanical,
and thermal),
according
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• Perform
cycling
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@30 (post-mortem)
and 45°C) and storage
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Analyse cells
before
ageing
to identify
for(@45-60°C),
each technology
aging
months,
with
regular check up, to evaluate their performances and life duration
and safety
mechanisms.
• Perform safety tests (mechanical, electrical and thermal), according to the procedures defined
/ •Achievements
Analyse cells before and after ageing tests (post-mortem) to identify for each technology the aging
WP2:
review on ageing and safety finalised
and Bibliography
safety mechanisms.
(publication in Journal of Power Sources).
/ Achievements
Post-Mortem analysis of initial, 6 months & final
samples
– interpretation
in progress.
WP2: ageing
Bibliography
review
on ageing and
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WP3: (publication
Definition of in
cycling
& calendar
tests
Journal
of Powerageing
Sources).
procedure andanalysis
safety test
procedures
by & final
Post-Mortem
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nail penetration NMC new
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research
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(4/5 research
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collaboration
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userscells
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WP5: institutes
Cycling and
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(6-15 months depending on chemistry) – 2 articles published NCA is
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testing tests
institutes.
best at 45°C
but most
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design. materials
NMC and(NMC,
LMO-blend
are also
good.
WP4: Selection
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manufacturing
WP6: and
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and Ah)
preaged)
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characterisation
of on
40 40Ah
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& 240 cells
largeno
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(40Ah) byhas
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BMS,
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management
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WP5: Cycling
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(6-15
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articles published NCA is
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for activedesign.
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at 45°C Assessment
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WP8: Safety
Description
of 4 potential
processes.
Safety,cells
efficiency
and costhas
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are described for
WP6:
tests performed
onrecycling
40Ah (new
and preaged)
no technology
a satisfactory
the 3 most promising
ones
(pyro
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process).
behaviour.
importance
of the
BMS,
thermal management
and casing design,
WP7: Economical Assessment for active materials, cells, packs for each chemistry and 3 scenarios.
WP8: Description of 4 potential recycling processes. Safety, efficiency and cost issues are described for
the 3 most promising ones (pyro & hydrometallurgical process).
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High energy Li-ion storage solutions
/ Motivation and Objectives

4.3 M€
Funding
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48 months
Start
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Research & Innovation
Contract n°
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M€ Delcorso, Renault
Funding
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Frédérique
Contact
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Start
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Research
& Innovation
Contract
n°
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EDF, Johnson-Controls, AIT, CEA, ENEA
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www.helios-eu.org
Frédérique
Delcorso, Renault
Contact
frederique.delcorso@renault.com
18 partners, among them Renault, CRF, Ford, Opel, PSA, Volvo, CNRS, Uppsala University, RWTH, Umicore,
INERIS, ZSW, EDF, Johnson-Controls, AIT, CEA, ENEA & SAFT
www.helios-eu.org
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Advanced fluorinated materials for high safety,
energy and calendar life Li-ion batteries
Advanced fluorinated materials for high safety,
energy and calendar life Li-ion batteries

High energy Li-ion storage solutio

HELIOS
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Large efforts have been invested for decades on electrodes and their inorganic active materials, while
electrolytes, separators and binders were not pushed with the same R&D efforts. However, increasing
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Moving from Celgard® to NCC-PVdF
increases specific energy from
111 to 140 Wh/kg !
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/ Project Plan, Milestones and Deliverables
The 4 year project ends in October 2013

/ Technical Approach

• Select best materials, develop and manufacture 4
Graphite : commercial reference, LFP/C, NMC/C,
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Approach
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• New Electrolyte Formulations Based on Fluorinated Solvents
Due to a high corrosion of Aluminium
• New Electrolyte Formulations Based on Fluorinatedcollector,
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discarded in most of Li-ion batteries
Due to a high corrosion of Aluminium
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